TI – 86 Commands

Accessing either the TESTS or DISTRIBUTION menus:

2nd | MATH | MORE  STAT | TESTS  Now choose name of Test
2nd | MATH | MORE  STAT | DISTR  Now choose name of Distribution

Entering or Editing Data:

2nd | STAT  EDIT

Sorting Data: You must exit the List Editor first; press 2nd Quit

2nd | LIST  OPS | sortA  EXIT  Names  Now choose name of List

Calculating One-Variable Statistics:

2nd | STAT  CALC | OneVa  Now choose name of List

Entering a List name into a function:

2nd | LIST  Names  Now choose name of List

Creating a new List name:

2nd | STAT  EDIT  Now arrow up once to get to the top of the first list then do
2nd | INS  Now type in the name of the list and press ENTER

Creating a Plot:

2nd | STAT  PLOT | PLOT1  Now choose the type of plot you want then do the following
       GRAPH  ZOOM  MORE  ZSTD